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# 1.   Euclid's Elements begins with a list of postulates and axioms, or "common notions".

         One basic postulate is given in modern terms by the statement, "Two points uniquely

         determine a line."  Show this statement also implies the following:  "If two lines

         intersect, then their intersection must be a single point."

         Hint:  First assume two lines intersect at two points, and then explain why this

         contradicts the "uniqueness" part of the postulate stated above.

# 2.   We may consider the postulate discussed in # 1 as the definition of a line.  The next

         postulate in Euclid's list would then give the definition of a plane, and there are three

         ways to do this, all of which are equivalent:

               (a)  A plane is uniquely determined by two lines intersecting at a point.

               (b)  A plane is uniquely determined by a line and a point not on the line.

               (c)  A plane is uniquely determined by three points not all on the same line.

          First show that (a) implies (b), and then show (b) implies (a).   (Note: to do this

          you should use the postulate about a line being determined by two points.)

          Next, show that (c) implies both (a) and (b).

# 3.   Given a circle of radius  centered at a point , an inscribed angle is defined by first

         choosing a point  on the circle as the vertex of the angle, and then choosing two points
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   and  on the circle (assume these points are on opposite sides of the radius ), thus

         giving the inscribed angle, .  Note this also defines a central angle, ,  with

         its ver
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tex at the center of the circle.

         If we let  denote the measure of ,  then we can show the measure of  is

         equal to .  To do this, start with the fact that every quadrilateral
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 has the sum of the

         measures of its four angles equal to 360 .  Note that  is not a convex quadrilateral,

         and that the interior angle at  has measure equal to 360 .
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egin the proof, use the radius  to divide the quadrilateral into two triangles.  Next,

         observe that these are isosceles triangles (with sides having length ,  the radius of the circle).
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    Finally, set up an equation (using the four angles of  adding up to 360 ) and do a bit

         of calculation to conclude .

         Once you've done all that, explain why Thales's the
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orem (that every angle inscribed in a

         semicircle must be a right angle) is simply a special case of what was demonstrated above.

         


